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Notes

INTRODUCTION

1. Beatrice was reported as “13 or 14” in 1893. “Beatrice of Mbweni,” African Tidings 6, no. 91 (May 1897): 54.


4. There is some discrepancy regarding the Kilekwas’ movements. In his autobiography, which was written in 1937, Petro Kilekwa writes, “After my marriage I did not want to go back to Masasi, for after many talks with Nyasa students, I felt strongly drawn to Nyasaland.” The memoir does not include any reference to the Kilekwas’ work in Masasi after their marriage. However, several mission sources authored at the time of the events indicate that the Kilekwas spent a short time in Masasi working with the Mtaulas before going to Nyasaland. It is very possible that this stint was short and unremarkable, and did not fit with Kilekwa’s carefully crafted narrative of himself, so he left it out of the book. The mission-authored sources are clear, however, to place Beatrice and Rose
together in Masasi, and to track the Kilekwas’ journey through Lindi to Masasi, and then onward to Likoma. Perhaps the missionary writing about Beatrice was confused, but the preponderance of evidence suggests that their stint at Masasi was short-lived, a stopover on the way to Nyasaland. Petro Kilekwa, *Slave Boy to Priest: The Autobiography of Padre Petro Kilekwa* (London: Universities’ Mission to Central Africa, 1937).


8. Ibid.


10. Ibid.


12. The missionary’s description of the “race” under construction—of a “race of intellectual Christians”—is one of a community defined by a shared culture rather than by geographical origin or biological heredity, as it is regarded today. This missionary’s statement was in line with UMCA thought specifically and with nineteenth-century British thought more generally, and represents but a single moment in the long history of racial thought. Race, as Jonathon Glassman argues, was neither “invariably hierarchical nor invariably built around a core of biological theory.” Far more influential in the construction of racial thought, he argues, “was the anthropological concept of clearly bounded ‘cultural monads,’” a concept that refers to the insurmountability of cultural differences. This belief in cultural differences was most expressed in terms of “‘barbarism’ and its foil, ‘civilization,’ from which modern race thinkers inherited the project of comparing all humanity according to a single, universal standard.” Jonathon Glassman and James Brennan discuss this transformation at length, but essentially it wasn’t until the 1920s in East Africa when “race” began to suggest geographical origin rather than culture. By the 1920s, however, racial thought in colonial Tanganyika and Zanzibar began to shift, contributing to the development of an understanding of “civilization” and “race” that was based on geographical origins rather than on culture. Race, we now know, much like nation and ethnicity, is a mode of thought in which groups are “subjectively presumed to be authentic cultural wholes that define themselves by metaphors of shared descent.” Indeed, as we will see in subsequent chapters, the racial category “African” is a mode of thought rather than a fixed element of social structure. As such, the racial category “African” has a history. See especially the introduction in Jonathon Glassman, *War of Words, War of Stones: Racial Thought and Violence in Colonial Zanzibar*.
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17. Kilekwa, Slave Boy to Priest, 43–45.

18. Ibid., 46–47.


23. Ibid.

24. Kathryn de Luna has illustrated that attending to affect allows us to probe the boundary between individual and collective affective subjectivities. De Luna’s analysis of the debates about the meaning of one of the best-known Bantu reconstructions, *-kúmú, for example, suggests ways to conceptualize collective affective subjectivity. She illustrates that matters of the emotion of honor, which Jan Vansina has described as something granted to the person experiencing it, “concerned not only individuals, but also the wider family or other social group.” Defilements and conveyances of one’s honor thus “activated emotional subjectivity to all members of that individual’s group.” Honor that followers granted to the *-kúmú was “honor experienced by all members of his following.” Kathryn de Luna, “Affect and Society in Precolonial Africa,” International Journal of African Historical Studies 46, no. 1 (2013): 139.


26. Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of

27. There was, of course, what Anderson has called “a double aspect to the choreography” of the UMCA’s religious pilgrimages: evangelism was focused on a seemingly infinite number of non-Christians, of which only a small number would ever inquire about, or affiliate with, the UMCA and eventually become integrated in the sacred geography of the mission; the work itself was undertaken by a much smaller number of “native” evangelists who embodied and performed Christianity, forging a community through their shared definition of Christianity, their emotive and real ties to each other and to Zanzibar, and their movement between stations. Anderson, Imagined Communities, 54.


38. Both scholarly and popular histories argue that it was the work of these men in formal governmental, social, and cultural institutions that developed and spread the social norms of bourgeois respectability, “supra-tribal” unity, and Christian modernity, cultural values that underlaid the earliest expressions of modern nationalist political culture in Tanzania. John Iliffe’s characterization of the underlying tenets of nationalist expression in Tanzania is generally accepted by historians of Tanzania. Iliffe, *A Modern History of Tanganyika*.


41. Allman, “The Disappearing of Hannah Kudjoe,” 15. While Susan Geiger’s monograph on TANU women does chart the contributions of Muslim women, it does so within the framework of an established anticolonial nationalist organization. Monographs by Gracia Clark and Elizabeth Schmidt, for example, showcase the contributions of women to nationalism, but do not explore how everyday work and embodied performance generate discourses and modes of thought that were adopted and improvised upon by later generations of political innovators. Gracia Clark, *Onions Are My Husband* (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994); Elizabeth Schmidt, *Mobilizing the Masses: Gender, Ethnicity, and Class in the Nationalist Movement in Guinea, 1939–1958* (Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 2005).


43. Paul Landau usefully interrogates the use of the term and category “religion” in the


53. Scholars studying precolonial Africa have sought to understand emotions as a way to bridge the experiences of their subjects and their audience. This empathetic approach, Kathryn de Luna has argued, often “project[s] our modern, Western sensibilities onto the experiences of our subjects,” and “pays little attention to the culturally variable emotional standards that might have shaped relationships and actions of past peoples.” To better understand emotional and affective registers of the past, precolonial historians
have attended to the long histories and shifting meanings of words, oral traditions, and archeological and climatological data, all of which "resonate with affectivity." Work on early Africa has further illustrated that the emotional and material are connected, that people experience great emotions through inanimate things. Circulating objects also helps to create affective bonds. De Luna, "Affect and Society in Precolonial Africa." For affective histories of the more recent past, historians have turned toward a wide complement of written sources, as well as toward the "semiotic and performative," toward understanding figures, objects, and symbols as “meaning-making apparatuses in their own right,” whether in newspaper columns, songs, dress, or cinema. Work on letter writing and letter writers has been crucial to the development of work on the affective, and allows historians to consider the intellectual lives of their subjects. Barber, *Africa's Hidden Histories*. The collection of emotionally vivid letters in Shula Mark’s *Not Either an Experimental Doll* was one of the first to assert the benefits of foregrounding the affective lives of Africans. Shula Marks, *Not Either an Experimental Doll: The Separate Worlds of Three South African Women* (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987). Recently, Wendy Urban-Mead used contextualized life histories to parse gendered piety in a mission community in Zimbabwe. Urban-Mead, *The Gender of Piety*.

56. Tanzanianists, such as Jim Brennan, Kelly Askew, and Mohamed Said, have begun the process of looking to history’s “losers” in an attempt to avoid the teleology of earlier literature. Largely revisions of Iliffe’s narrative, however, these approaches work within the boundaries of Tanganyika Territory and aim to show how “women, peasants, and other marginal groups experienced and participated in the making of Tanganyika’s nationalism.” Peterson, *Ethnic Patriotism and the East African Revival*, 153. See also Allman, “The Disappearing of Hannah Kudjoe”; Brennan, *Taifa*; Kelly Askew, *Performing the Nation: Swahili Music and Cultural Politics in Tanzania* (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002); Mohamed Said, *The Life and Times of Abdulwahid Sykes (1924–1968): The Untold Story of the Muslim Struggle against British Colonialism in Tanganyika* (Richmond, VA: Minerva Press, 1998); Geiger, *TANU Women*.
58. Ibid., 281.
59. Ibid., 282.

62. The UMCA was not the only mission organization to focus on ex-slaves, a population that was often quite ethnically diverse. For example, Yorubaland recaptives in Sierra Leone and the congregation at the CMS Freretown Mission in Kenya were ex-slaves. Peel, *Religious Encounter and the Making of the Yoruba*; Morton, *Children of Ham*.

63. The UMCA missionaries’ embrace of Kiswahili was in stark contrast to other mission organizations in Tanganyika, which “considered the supra-tribal language of Swahili as a threat to their own efforts to Christianize individual ethnic groups.” Kiswahili was useful to the UMCA because it was a single language that had the theoretical power to strip adherents of a belief in the supremacy of their old identities and to create new means of unification. African clerics and others who adopted Christianity through Kiswahili used it, rather than any single ethnically linked vernacular, as the language of mission on Zanzibar and the mainland. Adding to the homogenizing influence of Kiswahili was the fact that the mission’s first cohorts of adherents at Zanzibar, particularly the young mateka (“captive” or “booty,” slaves freed from dhows), were already unmoored from whatever social organization (ethnic or tribal) gave birth to them, and thus were socially impressionable. Frieder Ludwig, *Church and State in Tanzania* (Boston: Brill, 1999), 21.

64. Kelly Askew makes a similar argument about the performance of Swahili music and cultural forms in *Performing the Nation: Swahili Music and Cultural Politics in Tanzania*.

65. This is not to say that UMCA missionaries’ efforts to translate scripture into Yao or Kibondei were not decisive in the development of a Yao or Bondei identity, for indeed they were. Rather, the missionaries’ ultimate preference for Kiswahili and English, and their calling to rebuild Zion in East Africa contributed to adherents’ sense of a supra-ethnic identity.


67. Ibid., 339.

68. Hunt is not the only scholar to lament the lack of attention to women’s thought and thinking, and to gender equity in intellectual histories of Africa. Judith Byfield, for example, has observed that the contributions of black women in Africa or the diaspora to intellectual histories, their thoughts, and their writings and intellectual ideas are rarely considered. Byfield, “Finding Voice, Giving Voice: Gender, Politics, and Social Change,” *South Atlantic Quarterly* 109, no. 2 (Spring 2010): 362. This, of course, is not
a lacuna restricted exclusively to women of color. Hilda Smith noted in the *Journal of Women’s History* that in emphasizing the importance of women’s bodies to their pasts, scholars have consistently framed those bodies “from the shoulders down.” This is especially true of women from non-Western regions of the world, Smith continues, because the study of them has been tied to Western or elitist postcolonial and subaltern theorists; the core of those theories emerged from male theorists “little concerned with women, whose insights have had to be reformulated to include gender.” Smith’s analysis of why intellectual histories of women or women’s organizations exist is damning, suggesting that this derives not from a “purposeful avoidance” or lack of interest in women’s intellectual history, but rather from a set of assumptions that include the idea that “women have not offered fundamental and lasting analyses of broad social, intellectual, and political phenomena that characterized an age or a society.” Hilda L. Smith, “Women’s History as Intellectual History: A Perspective on the Journal of Women’s History,” *Journal of Women’s History* 20, no. 1 (Spring 2008): 26.


70. Previous scholarship has traced the development of racial thought through more traditionally “intellectual” venues, such as newspapers and textbooks, books published by evangelical presses and revivalists’ testimonies and autobiographies, and the cartographies and spatial demographics of urban Dar es Salaam. I am thinking here especially of Glassman, *War of Words, War of Stones*; and Brennan, *Taifa*.


75. David Gordon argues that the bias toward the symbolic study of religion is not evident in all scholarship. Given the clear role of missionary Christian discourses in creating colonial hegemonies, many scholars have discussed them as sources of power. Jean and John Comaroff, J. D. Y. Peel, Elizabeth Elbourne, and Paul S. Landau, for example, engage the influence and African appropriations of colonial Christian missionary discourses, “although they generally conceive of power in a Foucauldian disciplinary sense. Efforts to discuss spirits, Christian or otherwise, as sources of power have not been as frequently or as effectively carried out.” Gordon, *Invisible Agents*, 5.


CHAPTER 1. TRACTARIAN BEGINNINGS: THEOLOGY AND SOCIETY IN BRITAIN AND EAST AFRICA, 1830–1865

5. Ibid.
6. As contemporary thinking went, “It was not enough to send a missionary into the country to teach him [the African] that he was a child of God. It was also necessary that they be taught to trade. He would sell human bodies until he learnt how to use those bodies in selling something else. He must therefore be shown how to farm according to the best methods, how to grow crops like cotton or coffee of which Europe had need.” Owen Chadwick, Mackenzie’s Grave (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2009), 15.
7. Ibid., 31.
9. Ibid.
17. Ibid., 353.


19. Ibid., 80.

20. Ibid.

21. Jonathon Glassman argues “it is misleading to describe as a coherent system something so fraught with conflict and change as the relationships between masters and slaves . . . slavery was “absorptive” only in those instances where masters lacked the interest or the ability to whole-heartedly resist those demands, where masters failed to put into practice their ideal vision of the slave as a permanent outsider.” Ibid., 81.


27. Ibid., 22–23.


32. Ibid., 22.


34. Kenneth Hylson-Smith, *High Churchmanship in the Church of England: From the Sixteenth*
Century to the Late Twentieth Century (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1993), 123–24.


36. Ibid., 36–37.


48. Ibid., 207.


52. Ibid., 89.


58. H. M. Smith, *Frank, Bishop of Zanzibar: Life of Frank Weston, D.D., 1871–1924* (London: Macmillan, 1926), 30. By 1860 many among the High Church Anglican congregations at home and abroad were becoming disillusioned by the extravagance of what was required to maintain the European “civilized” lifestyle overseas, especially in the face of falling worldwide enrollment of missionaries and proselytes alike. Even David Livingstone, the
man whose very name is synonymous with British exploration in central and southern Africa, began to question the wisdom of formally linking Christianity and civilization: the Tswana, he admitted, were nomads and “retailers of news” who lived lives that were “very favourable to the spread of the Gospel, although . . . opposed to the spread of civilization.” Porter, “An Overview,” 54.


62. Ibid., 218.


64. Morton, *Children of Ham*, 61.


69. C. Orelli, *The Prophecies of Isaiah* (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1895), 8. Commentaries cited here and below are all of an Anglican persuasion, and were published at the time of the mission's work by the same publishing houses that published the UMCA's recruitment and devotional materials in Oxford, Cambridge, and London. Further, they fall under the category of “widely read” as described by Nigel Cameron, *Biblical Higher Criticism and the Defense of Infallibilism in 19th Century Britain* (New York: Mellon, 1987), ch. 6 (especially).


74. Ibid., 109.
85. Tim Jeal, *Livingstone* (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2001), 224. The bishop’s deacon, Henry Rowley, was an intellectually intimidating and hard-working man who tended toward needless combativeness. Lovell Procter and Horace Waller, both twenty-seven years old, were traveling outside England for the first time. Both Procter and Waller were spirited romantics—one for the cause itself, and the other for young women. Waller fell in love on the passage from England and was engaged to be married even before his feet hit dry land again. Finally, there was the Reverend H. C. Scudamore. Records do not detail Scudamore’s role in the mission, and he was unique among the party for not keeping a diary. He was, apparently, exceedingly calm and was most popular with the UMCA’s African dependents. There was Alfred Adams, listed as an agricultural laborer; we know little else about him. Sources differ on whether the bishop’s devoted spinster sister Anne left England with the rest of the party. She would have been one of but a handful of European women to travel to the African mission field to date; although it appears that she had intentions to join the party at some point, she never made it past the Cape. Landeg White, *Magomero: Portrait of an African Village* (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 10–15.
89. Ibid., 14.
90. For the most comprehensive coverage, see White, *Magomero*.
91. Ibid., 64.
92. Ibid., ch. 1.
94. White, Magomero, 67.


96. “Speech Delivered by Bishop Steere at Oxford,” August 1875, R10, F825, AUMCA.

97. Bishop Tozer, entry for 10 October 1864, “Bishop Tozer’s Letters and Journals, Book IV,” CB1–1C, ZNA, UMCA.


100. Ibid., 148.

CHAPTER 2. FROM SLAVES TO CHRISTIAN MOTHERS: DEVELOPING A DOCTRINE OF FEMALE EVANGELISM, 1863–1877


6. “First Quarterly Statement of Bishop Steere,” August 1875, R10, F815, AUMCA.

7. Ibid.


9. “Extract of Dr. Kirk’s Dispatch of 22 September 1871; Sent to the Bishop of Winchester,”
“CB1–4: Bishop Tozer and Steere,” CB1 Collection, number 4, Zanzibar National Archives [hereafter CB1–4].

10. Ibid.
11. Ibid.
17. Letter of Edward Steere, 2 June 1875, R9, F39, AUMCA.
18. Ibid.; Letter of Edward Steere, 19 October 1881, R9, F558, AUMCA.
21. Letter of Edward Steere, 19 October 1881, R9, F558, AUMCA.
22. In addition to providing productive and reproductive labor, slaves also functioned as material commodities. Particularly in the status-conscious culture of nineteenth-century Zanzibar, East Africa historian Jeremy Prestholdt tells us, slaves were socially valuable “for their ability to represent the interests of those who sought to control them.” For slavers and redeemers alike, slaves were “symbolic social capital” who functioned as “screens onto which concepts of civilization were projected.” Jeremy Prestholdt, *Domesticating the World: African Consumerism and the Genealogies of Globalization* (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008), 116–18.
24. Given that Kate was given to the UMCA in the Seychelles, she may well have come to the coast through the southern route to Kilwa or Lindi, rather than the central route depicted above. The central routes were known for their high degree of Arab control, however, and had a close association with the routes that terminated at ports directly opposite Zanzibar. Glassman, *Feasts and Riot*, 56.
25. Gareth Griffiths, “Trained to Tell the Truth: Missionaries, Converts, and Narration,” in
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28. Griffiths analyzes Panya’s particular story in depth as an example of the “process by which the paradigmatic narratives of the tracts were produced through a controlled transmission of story from ‘subject’ to ‘author.’” While Panya’s life story printed in *African Tidings* was certainly not an unmediated “true” account, it does offer certain facts about Panya’s life that we can take as true, or true enough for the purposes of this analysis, in that they reinforce general trends of the period. To Griffiths, and despite the mediation of the translator, transcriber, and amanuensis—the UMCA’s missionary Alice Foxley—Panya’s is “one of the most revealing accounts of the personal life and narrative of an African convert and of the processes by which it was recorded.” Griffiths, “Trained to Tell the Truth,” 163–65.

29. Indeed, although the horrors of the long-distance trade that brought slaves, such as Fayida, Panya, and Kate, from the interior are well documented, it is important to remember here and elsewhere that the accounts of their journeys were animated by abolitionist zeal and are naturally subject to exaggeration. In addition to the sources cited here, see Alpers, “The Story of Swema,” 185–99; Wright, *Strategies of Slaves and Women*.
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153. Emphasis in original.
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80. Steere, “MA Extracts from Reports about Released Slaves.”

CHAPTER 3. INDUSTRIALS AND SCHOOLGIRLS: BONDS OF PERSONAL DEPENDENCY AND THE MBWENI GIRLS’ SCHOOL, 1877–1890

1. The same rate of growth, though due less to the spoils of the slave trade than to intentional expansion on the mainland, could be seen elsewhere in the mission. By 1880, the mission had expanded to several stations on the mainland, including Magila, in the Usambara Mountains of northeastern Tanzania, and Masasi, in southern Tanzania. The UMCA also had several stations on Zanzibar itself, including the Christ Church cathedral, a hospital, the main mission house, and a small school in a quarter of Stone Town called Mkunazini, the settlement at Mbweni, a seminary at Kiungani, and a boys’ school at Kilimani. “The Universities’ Mission to Central Africa: Present Work,” dated “Lady Day” (25 March) 1881, R10, F809, AUMCA.

3. Personal communication of N. Forbes Capel, 26 March 1877 (Mbweni, Zanzibar), R11, F79, AUMCA.
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5. Personal communication of N. Forbes Capel, 2 March 1877 (Mbweni, Zanzibar), R11, F69, AUMCA.
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11. Personal communication of E. Randolph, 7 April 1877, R11, F45, AUMCA; Personal communication of E. Steere, 8 February 1878, R9, F457, AUMCA.

12. Personal communication of M. Allen, 24 August 1877, R11, F67, AUMCA.

13. Personal communication of N. Forbes Capel, 5 April 1877 (Mbweni, Zanzibar), R11, F85, AUMCA.
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16. Personal communication of D. M. Thackeray, 2 June 1881, R11, F425, AUMCA.
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19. Personal communication of N. Forbes Capel, 2 March 1877 (Mbweni, Zanzibar), R11, F69, AUMCA.
20. Steere was architect of much of what constituted the mission, including the now-famous Cathedral Church of Christ in Mkunazini—the altar of which is thought to have been built on the very site of the old slave whipping post. Missionaries claimed that the high altar of the “Slave Market Church” was erected on the very spot where the market’s whipping post had once stood. As Jonathon Glassman points out, this placement draws an “eloquent analogy between the sufferings of the slaves and those of ‘He . . . by Whose stripes we are healed.’” (Indeed, missionaries frequently drew such analogies between their congregants and God’s chosen people.) It seems that in this case, however, the analogy has been taken too far. It seems unlikely that slaves were publicly flogged before sale, or that slave children were randomly killed, “their throats slit where the church’s baptismal font now stands.” Among other absurdities, as Glassman argues, it “flies in the face of logic to imagine businessmen routinely destroying most of their merchandise in this way.” If that were not enough, few of the historic slave chamber narratives dating to the years before the church’s construction so much as hint at the kinds of details later abolitionists claim, and there is not one mention of a whipping post. Jonathon Glassman, “Echoes of Abolition in Twentieth-Century Zanzibar,” in Abolitionism and Imperialism in Britain, Africa, and the Atlantic, ed. Derek Peterson (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2010), 178–79.


22. The same rate of growth, though due less to the spoils of the slave trade than to intentional expansion on the mainland, could be seen elsewhere in the mission. By 1880, the mission had expanded to several stations on the mainland, including Magila, in the Usambara mountains of northeastern Tanzania, and Masasi, in southern Tanzania. The UMCA also had several stations on Zanzibar itself, including the Christ Church cathedral, a hospital, the main mission house, and a small school in a quarter of Stone Town called Mkunazini, the settlement at Mbweni, a seminary at Kiungani, and a boys’ school at Kilimani. “The Universities’ Mission to Central Africa: Present Work,” dated “Lady Day” (25 March) 1881, R10, F809, AUMCA.


25. As Smythies understood it, among Africans “the women are the menials, and among the natives are kept in a very subordinate position, not eating with their husbands, or even
in some cases sitting down with them in public.” Therefore, he said, “in educating our girls we need [to take] the greatest care, as having been more educated perhaps than their husbands, and having been the object of the ladies’ care for so long, they are apt to be conceited, and not to give their husbands that obedience which is the custom here to exact from them.” African women needed to be married, missionaries argued, because it kept them from “innumerable and nameless mischiefs,” and because the nuclear families that marriages produced were the bedrock of the mission’s evangelical model. Alan, “A Letter from the Bishop.”

26. Personal communication of N. Forbes Capel, 2 March 1877, R11, F60, AUMCA.
30. Ibid.
32. Personal communication of C. D. M. Thackeray, 11 May 1885 (Mbweni, Zanzibar), R16, F761, AUMCA.
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55. 21 August 1918, CBI–8, ZNA.
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78. Kathleen’s childhood home was along one of the oldest trading routes on the mainland,
which stretched inland from Kilwa to the dense populations around Lake Nyasa. In the sixteenth century, Portuguese and Yao traders began using a regional trading network to move gold, ivory, and cloth between the coast and the hinterland. As the plantation economies of the Mascarenes and in the New World became more significant in the eighteenth century, demand for slaves from the region began to rise. In the late 1770s the French began to export great numbers of slaves acquired by Yao traders along this route. A century later, slave exports through Zanzibar continued at an estimated 20,000 per year. Most still came from the south, where Kilwa's exports increased between 1862–63 and 1866–67 from 18,500 to 22,038. Although Sultan Barghash's 1876 decree against the transport of slaves overland stifled some of this trade, both smuggling and an overland trade to northern coastal ports flourished for several years. Illicit slaving dhows kept British cruisers, and by extension the mission, busy for decades. These patterns meant that many of the UMCA's Zanzibar congregants had lived in this area prior to being kidnapped or otherwise enslaved. In fact, this is the very same area to which fifty former Mbweni slaves were repatriated in 1876 as part of the mission's efforts to establish a second mainland mission station. Iliffe, *A Modern History of Tanganyika*, 49.

84. “Women’s Work’: Addresses by Mrs. Creighton and Miss Thackeray, Delivered at the Women’s Meeting Held in St. Martin’s Town Hall on Thursday, June 13, 1898,” *Central Africa* 16, no. 188 (August 1898): 125–37.
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